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 Model Metamers: Vision vs. Audition (Simoncelli) 

THE END 



What do you think are the big questions to be answered in your field? 

 

The big question remains to understand the workings of the brain as a multi-

layered, dynamic, information processing system. One facet is to model the 

information critically required to resolve the variety of visual tasks our brains 

perform with deceptive ease. 

 

For example, in a fraction of a second we can accurately categorize a 

complex visual input as an outdoor scene full of skyscrapers, including the 

intricate art-deco details of the Chrysler building — there is a considerable 

amount of hierarchical knowledge in this single example. 

 

Yet, the brain cannot recognize what it cannot synthesize. Thus, the 

complementary facet is to understand how neural circuits rapidly deliver 

these categorizations by dynamically synthesizing the patterns of internal 

information (knowledge) to match patterns of information in the outside 

world.  

Phillipe G. Schyns (2012), Curr. Biol. 22(5), R145-R147 



What is your greatest ambition in research? 

 

Simply stated, I would wish to write a compiler that translates the continuous 

brain activity of a person recognizing faces, object and scenes into the 

various algorithms of a ‘cognitive machine’, and vice versa [?]. 

Phillipe G. Schyns (2012), Curr. Biol. 22(5), R145-R147 



The gap: between Circuits & Behavior. 

The Bridge: Neural Computations in Neurons and Population of Neurons 

The Brain: an Information Processing Device (useful analogy with 

information processing devices: e.g. Computers & Computer  Languages). 

Appropriate Level of Description: intermediate between detailed 

mechanisms (too reductionist) and overall function (too holistic). 

Core of Standard Neural Computations (across brain regions and 

modalities): 

Mateo Carandini (2012), Nat. Neurosci. 15, 507-509. 

• Linear Filtering & Divisive 

Normalization 

• Thresholding & Exponentiation 

• Recurrent Amplification 

• Associative Learning rules 

• Cognitive Spatial Maps 

• Coincidence Detection 

• Gain changes (resulting from input 

history and cognitive demands) 

• Population Vectors 

• Constrained Trajectories in 

Dynamical Systems 

“The ability to reduce everything to simple fundamental laws does not imply 

the ability to start from these laws and reconstruct the universe.” (Anderson, 

P.W. (1972). More is different. Science 177, 393–396). 



Neural computation needs not rest on understanding the underlying 

biophysics. 

Marr (Vision, 1982): “Any particular biological neuron or network should be 

thought of as just one implementation of a more general computational 

algorithm… The specific details of the nervous system might not matter.” 

Similar patterns of cellular and network responses (hence similar 

computations) can be obtained with wide differences in biophysical details. 

Conversely, small changes in biophysical details can lead to wide 

differences in cellular properties (and therefore in computations). 

The task ahead: discover and characterize more neural computations and 

find out how these work in concert to produce behavior (record the spikes of 

many neurons – hundreds, thousands?  – concurrently in multiple brain 

regions in the context of a well-defined behavior). 

 

Mateo Carandini (2012), Nat. Neurosci. 15, 507-509. 



Alternatives to Marr’s approach 

Central hypothesis: Understanding the way the nervous systems compute 

is closely dependent on understanding the full details of their structure. 

 The quest for the full diagram of the circuits of the brain (the 

CONNECTOME (Seung, 2011)), or simulation of  brain circuits in all their 

complexity (the SIMULOME: Genesis (Bower & Beeman, 1993), BlueBrain Project 

(Markram, 2006), Human Brain Project (Waldrop, 2012)). 

Although we have good examples of the reductionist approach working well 

(Behavior  computations  circuits), the case still needs to be made for 

the constructivist approach (Circuits  Computations  Behavior). 

Mateo Carandini (2012), Nat. Neurosci. 15, 507-509. 



PART I 



The World as an Outside Memory 

 
Kevin J. O’Regan (1991). Canadian J. of Psychology, 46(3), 461-488. 
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Helmholtz, H. von, (1867/1962) Treatise on Physiological Optics vol. 3 (New York: Dover, 1962); English translation by J P 

C Southall for the Optical Society of America (1925) from the 3rd German edition of Handbuch der physiologiscien Optik 

(first published in 1867, Leipzig: Voss) 

Perception as inference (Helmholtz, 1867) 



Vision is only possible because there are constraints in the world, 

i.e., images are not formed by arbitrary random processes. 

 

To function in this world, the visual system must exploit the ecology of 

images – it must “know” the likelihood of various things in the world, and 

the likelihood that a given image-property could be caused by one or 

another world-property. 

 

This world-knowledge may be hard-wired or learned, and may manifest 

itself at various levels of processing. 

Adelson E.H. (2000). Lightness Perception and Lightness Illusions. In M. Gazzaniga, (Ed.), The New 

Cognitive Neurosciences, 2nd ed. (Chap. 24), Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 339-351, 2000. 



Context 



See Purves et al. (1999). J. 

Neurosci., 19(19), 8542-8551. 



Liage (binding) 

et 

Contexte 



Word superiority effect (McClelland (1973; Reicher, 1969; Wheeler, 1970). 

 

Face superiority effect (Gorea & Julesz, 1990). 



Kersten, D., Mamassian, P., & Knill, D.C. (1997). Moving cast shadows 

induce apparent motion in depth. Perception, 26(2), 171-192. 

Ball in a Box 



Priors 







Signal Detection Theory 



SIGNAL DETECTION THEORY 

 

Signal Detection Theory (SDT) is both a performance measuring 

instrument* and a theoretical framework within which this performance is 

interpreted as it pertains to the underlying mechanisms or processes. As 

such, SDT can be regarded as the founding block of modern 

psychophysics. 

 

The course will expose the founding SDT concepts, their relation to the 

concepts of sensory threshold and decision and will exemplify its 

application in experimental designs addressing sensory and cognitive 

processes. 

*Signal Detection Theory is a computational framework that describes how to extract a signal from noise, while 

accounting for biases and other factors that can influence the extraction process. It has been used 

effectively to describe how the brain overcomes noise from both the environment and its own internal processes to 

perceive sensory signals (from Gold & Watanabe (2010). Perceptual learning. Current Biol., 20(2) R46-R48. 
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Bayesian Vision 



Response 

Likelihood 

Function 

P(M|S) 

Prior 

Distributions 

P(S) 

Bayes’ 

Theorem 

P(M) 
P(S|M) = 

Stimulus 

(S) 

Possible interpretations: 

1. highly curved cylinder from a high angle of 

view, 

2. a flatter cylinder from a low angle of view, 

3. a concave cylinder from yet another viewpoint. 

Gain 

Function 

Decision 

Rule 
Posterior 

Distribution 

Kersten, Mamassian & Yuille, 2004 

Bayes theorem 

M measure or neural response 



Figure 1. Computing the log 

likelihood function in a feedforward 

network. 

At its input (bottom), a stimulus, elicits 

n1, n2, ..., nN spikes in the sensory 

representation. The response of each 

neuron multiplied by the logarithm of 

its own tuning curve, log[fi], gives the 

contribution of that neuron to the log 

likelihood function. Adding the 

contribution of individual neurons 

(shown for two example stimulus 

values in orange and green) gives the 

overall log likelihood function, log Lq 

for all values of q that could have 

elicited this pattern of responses. 

Here, the orange point at the peak of 

the log likelihood function indicates 

the most likely stimulus. 

Jazayeri & Movshon (2006). Nat. Neurosci., 9, 690-696. 

INTERPRETING POPULATION RESPONSE 

ni 

Weights 

 

log[p(ni | q)] 

The likelihood of the stimulus θ0, denoted Li(θ0), is 

simply the probability that this neuron would fire ni 

spikes in response to that stimulus; that is, p(ni|θ0). 

q 



log[p(n | q)] 
Log likelihood function 

log[p(ni | θ)] 
Log likelihood of each neuron i 

 

ni 

S 
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3 
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Tuning fcts (weights) 
Sensitivities of each neuron i 

Sensory responses 
of each neuron i 
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Girshick, Landy & Simoncelli (2011). Nat. Neurosci., 14(7), 926-934. 



Orientation PRIOR 

(cardinal qs are privileged)  

LIKELIHOODS 

If all orientations have the same 

tuning curve, then 

p(m|qi) = p(mi|q) 
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ENCODER 

STIMULUS 

Girshick, Landy & Simoncelli (2011). Nat. Neurosci., 14(7), 926-934. 



PRIOR 

Figure 8. Simulations of neural models with non-uniform encoder and population vector decoder. (a) Tuning curves 

of an encoder population with non-uniform orientation preferences and non-uniform tuning widths based on 

neurophysiology (only a subset of neurons shown). Neurons preferring 45 deg and 90 deg stimuli are highlighted in 

black. (b) Tuning curves of a population with non-uniform preferences and uniform widths. (c) Tuning curves of a 

population with uniform preferences and non-uniform widths. (d–f) Variability for the same-noise conditions for the 

populations in a–c: low noise versus low noise (dark gray) and high noise versus high noise (light gray). (g–i) 

Relative bias for the cross-noise condition (high noise versus low noise) for the populations in a–c. The fully non-

uniform population (a) produces variability and bias curves similar to those exhibited by humans  

Girshick, Landy & Simoncelli (2011). Nat. Neurosci., 14(7), 926-934. 



Perception is Contrast processing 

Perception is Figure-Ground discrimination 
(Gestalt principles) 

 

Perception is Meaning 



“Every light is a shade, compared to the higher lights, till you come to the sun; 

and every shade is a light, compared to the deeper shades, till you come to the 

night.” 

John Ruskin (1879) 

 
Cité par E. H. Adelson (2000) Lightness Perception and Lightness Illusions, (Chapter 24) in M. 

Gazzaniga, (Ed.), The New Cognitive Neurosciences, 2nd ed. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 339-351, 

2000. 

EVERYTHING IS RELATIVE 



EVERYTHING IS RELATIVE 



Almost everything (maybe not Kaniza’s figure) is contrast. 



Motion & Texture 

(Gorea & Papathomas, 1991) 

t 

x 

[RFs, the Plenoptic fct & shape out of Motion+demo: to be discussed 

latter] 



Structure from motion 

(hidden figure) 

D:/Mes documents/01 - COURS EN COURS/Principles/Demos Principes/HiddenImage.exe




Perception is figure vs. ground. 



Rubin, 1915 

Bi-/multi-stable 

processes 

Figure-Ground 



Figure-Ground 



Perception is figure vs. ground but it is also meaning. 





Amodal completion 

Everything is contrast but it is also meaning. 



Everything is contrast but it is also meaning. 



Figure-Fond 



Figure-Ground 



Figure-Fond 



Indices used to extract objects. 



Fig. 1. (a) Because of how we organize the top 

scene into figures and background, the ground 

regions between the figures do not have shape. 

Notice how the regions of background isolated 

below are shapes that we do not perceive in the 

scene above (if this is parsed as a group of 

human semaphore signals). This demonstration 

is based on a similar one in Kanizsa (1979). (b) 

Two halves of a disk have different shapes, even 

though they share the same bounding contour. 

This demonstration is based on Attneave (1974). 

The positive and negative curvature of the 

contour has been labeled to show that when 

polarity changes from A to B (because of a 

change of where the inside of the figure is) the 

perceived shape is different. 

Bertamini M. &  Croucher C.J (2003). The shape 

of holes. Cognition 87, 33-54 

Figure-Ground 



Mid-level vision is simply an ill-defined region between low and high. The representations 

and the processing in the middle stages are commonly thought to involve surfaces, 

contours, grouping, and so on. Lightness perception seems to involve all three levels of 

processing [low-, mid- and high-level vision]. 

 

 
Adelson E.H. (2000). Lightness Perception and Lightness Illusions. In M. Gazzaniga, (Ed.), The New 

Cognitive Neurosciences, 2nd ed., Chap; 24 Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 339-351, 2000. 

 



Vision is only possible because there are constraints in the world, 

i.e., images are not formed by arbitrary random processes. 

 

To function in this world, the visual system must exploit the ecology of 

images – it must “know” the likelihood of various things in the world, and 

the likelihood that a given image-property could be caused by one or 

another world-property. 

 

This world-knowledge may be hard-wired or learned, and may manifest 

itself at various levels of processing. 

Adelson E.H. (2000). Lightness Perception and Lightness Illusions. In M. Gazzaniga, (Ed.), The New Cognitive 

Neurosciences, 2nd ed. (Chap. 24), Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 339-351, 2000. 



Subjective quantities 

Luminance: the amount of visible 

light that comes to the eye 

from a surface. It varies from 

0 to . 

Illuminance: the amount of light 

incident on a surface. It 

varies from 0 to . 

Reflectance (or albedo): the 

proportion of incident light 

that is reflected from a 

surface. It varies from 0 - 

ideal black - to 1 - ideal 

white. 

Lightness: the perceived reflectance of a 

surface. It represents the visual 

system’s attempt to extract 

reflectance based on the luminances 

in the scene. 

Brightness: the perceived intensity of light 

coming from the image itself, rather 

than any property of the portrayed 

scene. Brightness is sometimes defined 

as perceived luminance. 

Objective/physical quantities 

% 

• p and q: same reflectance, but 

different luminances. 

• q and r: different reflectances and 

different luminances; but same 

illuminance. 

• p and r happen to have the same 

luminance (the lower reflectance of p 

is counterbalanced by its higher 

luminance). 

Adelson E.H. (2000). Lightness Perception and Lightness Illusions. In M. Gazzaniga, (Ed.), The New Cognitive 

Neurosciences, 2nd ed. (Chap. 24), Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 339-351, 2000. 



Subjective quantities 

Luminance: the amount of visible 

light that comes to the eye 

from a surface. It varies from 

0 to . 

Illuminance: the amount of light 

incident on a surface. It 

varies from 0 to . 

Reflectance (or albedo): the 

proportion of incident light 

that is reflected from a 

surface. It varies from 0 - 

ideal black - to 1 - ideal 

white. 

Lightness: the perceived reflectance of a 

surface. It represents the visual 

system’s attempt to extract reflectance 

based on the luminances in the scene. 

Brightness: the perceived intensity of light 

coming from the image itself, rather 

than any property of the portrayed 

scene. Brightness is sometimes defined 

as perceived luminance. 

Objective/physical quantities 

% 

The problem of lightness constancy 
From a physical point of view, the problem of lightness constancy is as follows. An illuminance image, E(x,y), and a 

reflectance image, R(x,y), are multiplied to produce a luminance image, L(x,y): 

 L(x,y) = E(x,y)R(x,y). 

An observer is given L at each pixel, and attempts to determine the two numbers E and R that were multiplied to make it. 

Unfortunately, unmultiplying two numbers is impossible. If E(x,y) and R(x,y) are arbitrary functions, then for any E(x,y) there 

exists an R(x,y) that produces the observed image. The problem appears impossible, but humans do it pretty well. This 

must mean that illuminance and reflectance images are not arbitrary functions. They are constrained by the 

statistical properties of the world. 

Adelson E.H. (2000). Lightness Perception and Lightness Illusions. In M. Gazzaniga, (Ed.), The New Cognitive 

Neurosciences, 2nd ed. (Chap. 24), Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 339-351, 2000. 



Land and McCann argued that reflectance tends to be constant across space except for abrupt 

changes at the transitions between objects or pigments. Thus a reflectance change shows itself as 

step edge in an image, while illuminance will change only gradually over space. 

By this argument one can separate reflectance change from illuminance change by taking spatial 

derivatives: high derivatives are due to reflectance and low ones are due to illuminance. 

The Retinex model applies a derivative operator to the image, and thresholds the output to remove 

illuminance variation. The algorithm then reintegrates edge information over space to reconstruct the 

reflectance image. 
The above constraints fail when applied to the checker-block 

image. Figure (a) shows two light-dark edges. They are 

exactly the same in the image, and any local edge detector or 

filter will respond to them in the same way. Retinex will 

classify both as reflectance steps. Yet they have very 

different meanings. One is caused by illuminance (due to a 

change in surface normal); the other is caused by reflectance. 

To interpret the edges, the visual system must consider 

them in a larger context. One good source of information 

are the junctions, such as those labeled in figure (b). The 

configuration of a junction, as well as the gray levels forming 

the junction, can offer cues about the shading and reflectance 

of a surface. Particularly strong constraints are imposed by a 

y-junction: 

The vertical spine appears to be a dihedral (angle: between 2 

planes) with different illuminance on the two sides. 

The angled arms appear to represent a reflectance edge that 

crosses the dihedral. The ratios of the gray levels and the 

angles of the arms are consistent with this interpretation. 

Adelson E.H. (2000). Lightness Perception and Lightness Illusions. In M. Gazzaniga, (Ed.), The New 

Cognitive Neurosciences, 2nd ed. (Chap. 24), Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 339-351, 2000. 



Perception and Action 



Seeing is a way of acting. It is a particular way of exploring the 

environment. The experience of seeing occurs when the organism 

masters what we call the governing laws of sensorimotor contingency*. 

 

 
 

O’Regan, J. K. & Noë, A. (2001). A sensorimotor account of vision and visual consciousness. Beh. & 

Brain Sci., 24, 939–1031. 

*See Gibson’s ecological approach to visual perception and his concept of 

affordance. 

 
Gibson, J. J. (1966) The senses considered as perceptual systems. Houghton Mifflin. 

Gibson, J. J. (1979/1986) The ecological approach to visual perception. Erlbaum. 



Eye-Movements, World stability & 

Remapping 



THE EYES MOVE BUT THE WORLD IS PERCEPTUALLY STABLE 

http://www.cogsci.nl/smathot 

http://www.cogsci.nl/smathot
http://www.cogsci.nl/smathot


• Retinal motion cancellation 

 proprioceptive signals 

 efferent copy/corollary discharge (Helmholtz, 1867; Sperry, 1950; Holst & Mittelstaedt, 

1950/1971; Bridgeman, 1995; Dodge, 1990; Stark & Bridgman, 1983) 

 saccadic suppression (Volkman et al., 1968; Matin, 1974; Bridgeman et al., 1975; Dodge, 

1990; Burr et al., 1994) 

• Transaccadic memory/integration (McConkie & Rayner, 1976; Wolf et al., 1980; Jonides et 

al., 1982; Breitmeyer, 1984) 

• Reafferent visual information (“the visual system assumes, as a null-

hypothesis, the stability of any object that is continuously available both before 

and after the saccade” the “blanking effect” prevents saccadic suppression; 

Deubel, 2004; Deubel & Schneider, 1994; Deubel et al., 1996, 2002) 

• Relational  information (Deubel & Schneider, 1994; Deubel et al., 1996, 2002) 

• Remapping (Duhamel et al., 1992, 1997; Colby & Goldberg, 1999; Wurtz, 2008; Cavanagh et al., 

2010) 

• Spatiotopic coding (Holist & Mittelstaedt, 1950/1971; Sperry, 1950; Dodge, 1990) 

• Forgetting (Moore & Egeth, 1997; Horowitz & Wolfe, 1998; Wolfe, 1998; Wolfe et al., 2000; I-Fan & 

Gorea, 2011)  

• ‘Non-representation’ of pre- & post-saccadic localization information 
(O’Regan, 1992; O’Regan & Noe, 2001; Rensink, 2000) 

THE EYES MOVE BUT THE WORLD IS PERCEPTUALLY STABLE 

• Remapping (Duhamel et al., 1992, 1997; Colby & Goldberg, 1999; Wurtz, 2008; Cavanagh et al., 

2010) 



Efferent copy & Proprioception 



A. Open-loop control: the controller, C, issues command/motor, M, signals without the benefit of 

feedback. B. Closed-loop scheme: the controller, C, gets feedback (S, for sensor readings) from the 

controlled/target, T, system that can be used to modify the command sequence. C. Pseudo-closed-loop 

control: the controller, C, gets the benefit of feedback (as with closed-loop control) but this feedback (S', 

for mock, or predicted, sensor readings) does not come from the target system, but rather from an 

emulator, E, of the target system. Because the emulator is given a copy of the same input as the target 

system, and because the emulator's input-output function is (close to) identical, the emulator's output will 

be similar to the sensor output produced by the target system. 

Rick Grush; http://mind.ucsd.edu/papers/pisml/pismlhtml/pisml-text.html  

The close-loop scheme was first proposed by Helmholtz to account for the 

stability of the world. 

E = Expected/predicted 

Open-loop control 

Close-loop control 

Pseudo-close-loop control 

http://mind.ucsd.edu/papers/pisml/pismlhtml/pisml-text.html
http://mind.ucsd.edu/papers/pisml/pismlhtml/pisml-text.html
http://mind.ucsd.edu/papers/pisml/pismlhtml/pisml-text.html
http://mind.ucsd.edu/papers/pisml/pismlhtml/pisml-text.html


Robinson, D. A. (1968). Eye Movement Control in Primates. Science, 161, 1219-1224. 

Schematic representation of the primate eye movement system. 
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Robinson, D. A. (1968). Eye Movement Control in Primates. Science, 161, 1219-1224. 



Diffusion & Decision Processes 



Ratcliff & McKoon (2008).The Diffusion Decision Model: Theory and Data for Two-Choice Decision Tasks. Neural 

Comp., 20, 873–922. 

Decision Criteria 

Biais 



Adapted from Ratcliff (1978) and Reddi & Carpenter (2000). 

Ratcliff (1978). Psychol. Rev., 85, 59-108. 

Latency 

distributions 



Bogacz, Wagenmakers, Forstmann & Nieuwenhuis (2010). Trends in Neurosci., 33(1), 10-16. 

Diffusion race models 

Speed Accuracy Tradeoff 

An accumulator model account of SAT. The figure shows a simulation of a choice between two alternatives. The model 

includes two accumulators, whose activity is shown by blue lines. The inputs to both accumulators are noisy, but the input to the 

accumulator shown in dark blue has a higher mean, because this accumulator represents the correct response. Lowering 

the threshold (horizontal lines) leads to faster responses at the expense of an increase in error rate. In this example, the green 

threshold leads to a correct but relatively slow response, whereas the red threshold leads to an incorrect but relatively fast 

response. 

Decision Criteria 
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RT & Temporal Order Judgments 
 

IFF RT is strictly dependent on the sensory signal (as it determines the TOJ), then their 

variance and their mean difference (for different intensity stimuli) should be direct 

indicators of the slope and the PSS of the TOJ -function, respectively: this is a one-

pathway, one decision sensorimotor model. 



a b c 

In contrast with previous studies: 

 TOJ and RT were measured in the same trial; 

 It was hence possible to assess RTs for correct & incorrect TOJs. 
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PART II 



Non-linearities 

Motion as Correlation 

Normalization 

The Univariance Principle 

Metamers 

 



Need of a non-linearity 

(Thresholding) 
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NEED OF A NONLINEARITY 
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 CONTRASTE 

Which of the two squares has more contrast? 

A B 

NEED OF A NONLINEARITY 
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 CONTRAST 

A B 

According to the response of ON units, 

B should be more contrasted as a 

positive response is necessarily greater 

than a negative one. 

NEED OF A NONLINEARITY 

Which of the two squares has more contrast? 
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 CONTRAST 

A B 

For the same reasons, OFF units would 

provide the “correct” answer, but… 

NEED OF A NONLINEARITY 

Which of the two squares has more contrast? 
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 CONTRAST 

NEED OF A NONLINEARITY 

C D 

...they would be “wrong” for 

the C-D comparison. 

Which of the two squares has more contrast? 
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 CONTRAST 

NEED OF A NONLINEARITY (Half-way rectification) 

 Half-way rectification  Half-way rectification 
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 CONTRAST 

 Full-way rectification 

c.-à-d. 

Absolute réponse 

NEED OF A NONLINEARITY (Full-way rectification) 
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Correlation 

Motion as correlation: the Reichardt detector 

 

(Motion 1) 

Motion perception_SHORT - Raccourci.lnk
Motion perception_SHORT - Raccourci.lnk
Motion perception_SHORT - Raccourci.lnk
Motion perception_SHORT - Raccourci.lnk
Motion perception_SHORT - Raccourci.lnk
Motion perception_SHORT - Raccourci.lnk
Motion perception_SHORT - Raccourci.lnk
Motion perception_SHORT - Raccourci.lnk
Motion perception_SHORT - Raccourci.lnk


Normalization & Adaptation 



Normalization works (here) by 

 

dividing each output 

 

by the sum of all outputs. 

Heeger, D.J. (1992). Normalization of cell responses in cat striate cortex. Visual Neuroscience, 9, 181-197. 

Carandini & Heeger (2012). Normalization as a canonical neural computation. Nat. Rev. Neurosci, 13, 51-62, 

RESPONSE NORMALIZATION 

Divisive 

inhibition 



Ohshiro, Angelaki, & DeAngelis, (2011). A normalization model of multisensory integration. Nat Neurosci, 14, 775-782. 



 

Ohzawa, Sclar, Freeman (1985). Contrast Gain Control in the Cat's Visual System. J. Neurophysiol, 54,  651-667. 

Contrast-response functions shift laterally along a log-contrast axis [with 

adaptation level] so that response functions match mean contrast levels in the 

stimulus (here a simple cell). This implies a contrast-dependent change in the 

gain of the cell's contrast-response relationship. We define this process as 

contrast gain control. 

CONTRAST 

Adaptation level Threshold increases (red 

arrows) with contrast adaptation 

level (3.13, 6.25, 12.5, 25, & 

50%) but contrast discrimination 

(blue slopes) remains constant 

(on a log axis, i.e. Weber’s law) 

3.1 
6.2 

12.5 
25 50 



Under contrast normalization, responses are no longer proportional to local contrast Cj (the output of the first normalization 

stage). Instead, the response Rj of neuron j is divided by a constant σ plus a measure of overall contrast: 

 

 

 

 

 

Here, the weights wi
 (positive or negative) define the spatial profile of the summation field (typically, a centre-surround 

difference of Gaussians), and the weights αk (positive) define the spatial profile of the suppressive field (typically, a large 

Gaussian).  

Carandini & Heeger (2012). Normalization as a canonical neural computation. Nat. Rev. Neurosci, 13, 51-62, 

Normalization in the retina. a | Light adaptation operates on light intensity to produce a neural estimate of contrast (multiple arrows indicate 

light intensities from multiple locations). b | Responses of a turtle cone photoreceptor to light of increasing intensity. The intensity of the coloured 

squares reflects background intensity. Curves are fits of normalization model (equation 2) with n = 1… 

 

e | Contrast normalization operates on the neural estimate of contrast and normalizes it with respect to the standard deviation (sd) of nearby 

contrasts (multiple arrows indicate local contrast from multiple locations). f | Effects of contrast normalization. Responses of a neuron in lateral 

geniculate nucleus (which receives input from the retina) as a function of grating contrast and size.  
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THE UNIVARIANCE PRINCIPLE 

A “channel” or 

    “filter”  or 

    “receptive field” 

Another 

R V 

Snn

n

max R
I

I
RR 




s

I = stimulus intensity 

R = response 

Rmax = max resp. 

N = max slope 

S = semi-saturation cst. 

Rs = spontaneous R 



Metamers 





Freeman & Simoncelli (2011). Metamers of the ventral stream. Nature Neurosci, 14(9), 1195-1201. 

Model “metamers” to be discussed later 

Population coding is also a form of nonlinearity 



Barlow, H.B. (1972). Single units and sensation: A neuron doctrine for perceptual psychology? Perception, 1, 371-394. 

Barlow’s (1972) single neuron doctrine 



The relationship between the firing of single neurons in sensory pathways 

and subjectively experienced sensations. 

Five dogmas: 

1. To understand nervous function one needs to look at interactions at a 

cellular level, rather than either a more macroscopic or microscopic level, 

because behaviour depends upon the organized pattern of these 

intercellular interactions. 

2. The sensory system is organized to achieve as complete a representation 

of the sensory stimulus as possible with the minimum number of active 

neurons [sparse coding  more efficient in storing patterns (less “cross-talk” 

and in learning associations]. 

3. Trigger features of sensory neurons are matched to redundant 

patterns of stimulation by experience as well as by developmental 

processes. 

4. Perception corresponds to the activity of a small selection from the 

very numerous high-level neurons, each of which corresponds to a 

pattern of external events of the order of complexity of the events 

symbolized by a word [grand-mother cells/sparse coding; “the nervous 

system attempts to form neural representations with higher degrees of specificity”] 

5. High impulse frequency in such neurons corresponds to high 

certainty that the trigger feature is present. 



Population coding 



DETECTION / DISCRIMINATION RULES 

Palmer, J., Verghese, P. & Pavel, M. (2000). The psychophysics of visual search. Vision Research, 

40, 1227–1268. 

 Maximum Likelihood 

 Winner takes all 

Population vector (vector sum)  Identification 

(relative coding) 



High Threshold 

 

 

 

• Relevant representation of a stimulus is discrete: One either detects a 

target or one does not. 

• The absence of a target never produces a target-detect state (in a search 

task, for ex., distractors can never produce enough misleading evidence to 

surmount the ‘high threshold’ and produce a false alarm). 

• False alarms arise in behavior only as a consequence of guessing. 

 

OR rule. If any of the representations (i.e. “channels’ outputs”) indicates a 

target detection or a guess (that the target was present), then 

the response is ‘yes;’ otherwise, the response is ‘no.’ 



Maximum of Differences 

 

 

 

Considers differences in the attributes of neighboring stimuli rather than the 

value of the individual attributes. 

Does not work 

Does work 
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Vector sum* 

*Georgopoulos, Kalaska, Caminiti, & Massey (1982). J. Neurosci. 2, 1527–1537. 

Drawbacks to population vector: 

• It computes just one single estimate of the stimulus (rather than the full 

likelihood function); 

• It ignores the contribution of the full tuning properties of the neurons 

k 

Winner takes all 

Maximum of outputs & Population vector 



Jazayeri, M. & Movshon, J.A. (2006). Nat. Neurosci., 9, 690-696. 

State of affairs: Neurons are broadly tuned; their response is noisy 

A given stimulus evokes a noisy population response, i.e. no. of spikes 

for each neuron, ni. 

 

The task: infer the stimulus θ0 given R.  

 

Question 

how likely it is that each possible stimulus θ elicited the observed 

response, ni, i.e. what is p(θ | ni)? 

 

Strategy: 

(1) determine for each neuron tuned to θi the likelihood of its observed 

response ni given θ, i.e. p(ni | θ) 

(2) Repeat the procedure for all θ for the observed population response, 

 the likelihood function. 

 

…Some mathematics… 

INTERPRETING POPULATION RESPONSE 



PHYSICAL SPACE 

ORIENTATION TUNED NEURONS 

Global 

“circuitry” 

Broadly tuned 

noisy neurons 

PHYSICAL SPACE 

ORIENTATION TUNED NEURONS 

Each stimulus q 

evokes a noisy 

population response 

PHYSICAL SPACE 

ORIENTATION TUNED NEURONS 

Broadly tuned 

neurons 

PHYSICAL SPACE 

ORIENTATION TUNED NEURONS 

i k 
nk=maxk 

ni=basei 

n spikes 

Q: How likely it is that each stimulus (q) elicited the observed population response 

(p(qi\ni)?  

1. “Ask” each neuron i the likelihood that its response, ni,  was elicited by that stimulus, 

i.e. p(ni\q)  the likelihood function of each neuron, Li(q). 

1a. ni is a stochastic variable and its mean, given a stimulus q0, is fi(q0) where fi(q) is 

the tuning function of the neuron. 

1b. The likelihood of stimulus q0 is but the probability that this neuron would fire ni 

spikes in response to that stimulus, given its tuning function, i.e. Li(q0) = p(ni\q0) 

2. Combine the likelihoods over all neurons and all possible q to determine the overall 

likelihood of each possible q. 

2a. For each q compute the joint probability that each neuron i responds according 

to its tuning function fi(q), i.e. p(n1\q)  p(n2\q)  …  p(nn\q); 

2.b If the likelihood is computed in log space, then the multiplication transforms into 

an arithmetic sum,  



Figure 1. Computing the log 

likelihood function in a feedforward 

network. 

At its input (bottom), a stimulus, elicits 

n1, n2, ..., nN spikes in the sensory 

representation. The response of each 

neuron multiplied by the logarithm of 

its own tuning curve, log[fi], gives the 

contribution of that neuron to the log 

likelihood function. Adding the 

contribution of individual neurons 

(shown for two example stimulus 

values in orange and green) gives the 

overall log likelihood function, log Lq 

for all values of q that could have 

elicited this pattern of responses. 

Here, the orange point at the peak of 

the log likelihood function indicates 

the most likely stimulus. 

Jazayeri & Movshon (2006). Nat. Neurosci., 9, 690-696. 

INTERPRETING POPULATION RESPONSE 

ni 

Weights 

 

log[p(ni | q)] 

The likelihood of the stimulus θ0, denoted Li(θ0), is 

simply the probability that this neuron would fire ni 

spikes in response to that stimulus; that is, p(ni|θ0). 

q 



log[p(n | q)] 
Log likelihood function 

log[p(ni | θ)] 
Log likelihood of each neuron i 

 

ni 

S 

1.5 

 

3 

 

2 

 

Tuning fcts (weights) 
Sensitivities of each neuron i 

Sensory responses 
of each neuron i 

n1 n2 n3 



Rank Order Coding 
Simon Thorpe 



A novel coding scheme that uses the 

order in which cells fire spikes, rather 

than firing rates to encode information. It 

turns out that using such a code may 

allow us recognize objects when as few 

as 1% of the neurons in the visual 

pathways have fired a spike (sparse 

coding). 

RANK ORDER CODING 

Thorpe, S.J. (1990). Spike arrival times: A highly efficient coding 

scheme for neural networks. In R. Eckmiller, G. Hartmann & G. Hauske 

(Eds.), Parallel processing in neural systems and computers (pp. 91-

94): North-Holland Elsevier. 

Neurones can act as analogue-latency converters, with more strongly activated neurones 

firing first. One can also use the order of firing (B > A > H > C > G > D > F > E) as a code. 

With eight neurones, there are 8! i.e. 40320 different possible orderings. 

Van Rullen R, Gautrais J, Delorme A, Thorpe S. (1998). Face processing using one spike per neurone. Biosystems, 48, 229-39. 



RANK ORDER CODING 

SPIKENET. Units F and G receive excitatory synapses from the input units with variable 

weights. Unit S receives fixed excitatory synapses from all the inputs and generates shunting 

inhibition that progressively desensitizes units F and G as more and more of the inputs have 

fired. Under such conditions, the total amount of excitation produced in units F and G will 

depend on how well the order of firing matches the pattern of weights from the input units. 

Maximal activation is produced when the order of firing of the inputs matches the set of 

synaptic weights. For example, since unit F has relatively strong weights from inputs C, D 

and E, it will respond well in response to the current input pattern. 
 
Thorpe et al. (2003). SpikeNet: real-time visual processing with one spike per neuron. Neurocomp., 58-60,  857-864. 



PART III 



Excitation 

Inhibition 

Receptive Fields 



RF as a filter 



Dans un système linéaire, mesurer 

l’amplitude du signal de sortie du système 

pour une amplitude d’entrée constante 

(l’approche de l’ingénieur) est équivalent à 

mesurer l’amplitude entrante requise afin 

d’obtenir un signal de sortie constant 

(l’approche du psychophysicien). 
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FILTRAGE MULTIECHELLE 

Face & SF 

Face, SF 

& Ori 

Demos Principes/SF & Face perception 1.mov
Demos Principes/SF & Face perception 2.mov


The Convolution 



 1         1        1        1  2         3        4  5         5        5        5 

Champ récepteur 

-1 3 -1 
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Réponse impulsionnelle 
-1 3 -1 

1 1 0 2 3 4 6 5 5 
-1 3 -1 

-1 3 -1 

-1 3 -1 

-2 6 -2 

-3 9 -3 

-4 12 -4 

-5 15 -5 

-5 15 -5 

-5 15 

-1 3 

-5 

-5 15 

CONVOLUTION 

  
 


 dx)xX(h)X(EhEXS

  
 


 dx)x(h)xX(EhEXS

E(X) = Entrée (fct. de X) 

S(X) = Sortie (fct. de X) 

CR = h(x) = Réponse Implle (fct. de x) 



Receptive Fields & Retinotopy 









Hofer, H., Carroll, J.,  Neitz, J., Neitz, M. & Williams, D.R (2005). J. Neurosci, 19, 9669-9679. 



Incoming light 

Photoreceptors 

Neurons 

Axons 

RECEPTIVE 

FIELD 

PHYSICAL SPACE 

Recording site 

RETINOTOPICAL SPACE 

Recording site 

Photoreceptors 

Neurons 

Axons 

PHYSICAL SPACE 

IMPULSE 

RESPONSE 

RETINOTOPICAL SPACE 

Incoming light 

The RF is equivalent to the system’s Impulse Response 

Dans un système linéaire 

rétinotopique, 

La représentation d’un 

ensemble de points (image) 

par un seul neurone 

est strictement identique à la 

représentation d’un point 

dans l’espace physique 

par l’ensemble des 

neurones qui le traitent. 
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Receptive Fields & Opponency 



Contrast processing by simple Receptive Fields is a form of “opponency”. 

Excitation 

Inhibition 

Excitation 

Inhibition 



Absorption normalisée des 4 « canaux » / filtres rétiniens (3 

types de cônes & les batonnets) 







There were found up to nine subunits for each cell, including one or two dominant excitatory 

subunits as described by the standard model, along with additional excitatory and suppressive 

subunits with weaker contributions. 

 

 

Compared with the dominant subunits, the nondominant excitatory subunits prefer similar 

orientations and spatial frequencies but have larger spatial envelopes. They contribute to response 

invariance to small changes in stimulus orientation, position, and spatial frequency. 

 

 

In contrast, the suppressive subunits are tuned to orientations 45°–90° different from the excitatory 

subunits, which may underlie crossorientation suppression. 

 

 

Together, the excitatory and suppressive subunits form a compact description of RFs in awake monkey 

V1, allowing prediction of the responses to arbitrary visual stimuli. 

Spatial and spectral relationships among subunit groups in V1 of awake monkeys. 
Chen, Han, Poo & Dan (2007). Excitatory and suppressive receptive field subunits in awake monkey primary visual 

cortex (V1). PNAS, 104, 19120–19125. 



Spatial and spectral relationships among subunit groups in V1 of awake monkeys. 
Chen, Han, Poo & Dan (2007). Excitatory and suppressive receptive field subunits in awake monkey primary visual 

cortex (V1). PNAS, 104, 19120–19125. 

Dominant and nondominant excitatory (Ed and End) 

and suppressive (S) subunits of a cell. (Scale: 0.5°). 

Pooled frequency spectrum of each group. 

Pooled spatial envelope of each group of subunits. 

Red, E; green, S. In E&S (all groups superimposed), 

yellow indicates overlap between E and S. 

Spatial-frequency spectrum of each subunit in A. 

(C) Pooled spatial envelopes (upper rows) 

and frequency spectra (lower rows) of the 

three subunit groups for five cells. 



Multiscaling & ‘Pyramids’ 



MULTIPLE SCALE REPRESENTATION AT EACH RETINAL LOCATION 

FOVEA Excentricité 



De fait, les cellules du cortex visuel primaire ont des CRs de toute taille… 

… de toute orientation… 



… et recouvrant toute la rétine 

… tout en s’agrandissant. 



FILTRAGE MULTIECHELLE 

Aude Oliva: http://cvcl.mit.edu/movies/movies.html 



FILTRAGE MULTIECHELLE 

Aude Oliva: http://cvcl.mit.edu/movies/movies.html 



Fig. 1. Examples of power spectrum forms for prototypical images (vertical axis is the magnitude in log scale, 

horizontal axes are the spatial frequencies fx & fy). At the bottom, we show sections at several levels of the power 

spectrum of each image. 

Fig. 2. The main steps for computing the vector of 100 components used to represent an image. a) Original 

image. b) Output of the preprocessing stage: the effect of illuminant and shadows have been reduced. c) Power 

spectrum of the prefiltered image. It is computed as the square of the magnitude of the Fourier Transform. d) -3dB 

sections of the set of Gabor filters used to sample the power spectrum. The highest frequency is 1/3 cycles/image 

and the lowest one is 1/72 cycles/image. 

Fig. 3. The first 8 Principal components calculated from the spectrum of 700 scenes. The horizontal coordinate is 

fx and the vertical one is fy. The symmetrical structure of the principal components is due to the mirror 

transformation applied to the image power spectrum. 

Natural-Artificial, Open-Closed, Rugged-Smooth, Expansion… 

 



Fig. 6. Examples of ambiguous scenes and their organization along the Artificial-Natural axis. Images are sorted according to 

the Artificial-Natural DST (Discriminant Spectral Template). From the top to bottom & from the left to the right, scenes are 

organized from the most artificial to the most natural. Underlined images belong to the prototypical groups. 

Fig. 5. Organization of new prototypical scenes on the Artificial-Natural axis. Pictures have been randomly selected and are 

equally spaced along the axis. The left side exhibits artificial scenes and the right side exhibits natural scenes. 

 

Fig. 8. Organization of new scenes randomly selected from the testing group along the Open-Closed axis. 



Fig. 15. Organization of new scenes according to the openness and ruggedness properties extracted by the WDSTs. 



Fig. 16. Organization of man-made environments according to the degree of openness and expansion (WDST). 



Sparse coding 

and the 

Statistical structure of the visual environment 



The relationship between the firing of single neurons in sensory pathways 

and subjectively experienced sensations. 

Barlow’s five dogmas: 

1. To understand nervous function one needs to look at interactions at a 

cellular level, rather than either a more macroscopic or microscopic level, 

because behaviour depends upon the organized pattern of these 

intercellular interactions. 

2. The sensory system is organized to achieve as complete a representation 

of the sensory stimulus as possible with the minimum number of active 

neurons [sparse coding  more efficient in storing patterns (less “cross-talk” 

and in learning associations]. 

3. Trigger features of sensory neurons are matched to redundant 

patterns of stimulation by experience as well as by developmental 

processes. 

4. Perception corresponds to the activity of a small selection from the 

very numerous high-level neurons, each of which corresponds to a 

pattern of external events of the order of complexity of the events 

symbolized by a word [grand-mother cells/sparse coding; “the nervous 

system attempts to form neural representations with higher degrees of specificity”] 

5. High impulse frequency in such neurons corresponds to high 

certainty that the trigger feature is present. 



Several theoretical, computational, and experimental studies suggest that 

 

Neurons encode sensory information using a small number of active 

neurons at any given point in time. 

 

This strategy, referred to as ‘sparse coding’, could possibly confer several 

advantages. 

 

I. it allows for increased storage capacity in associative memories; 

II. it makes the structure in natural signals explicit (permits forming neural 

representations with higher degrees of specificity (Barlow)); 

III. it represents complex data in a way that is easier to read out at 

subsequent levels of processing; 

IV. it saves energy. 

 

Recent physiological recordings from sensory neurons have indicated that 

sparse coding could be an ubiquitous strategy employed in several different 

modalities across different organisms.   

Olshausen & Field (1996), Emergence of simple-cell receptive field properties by  learning a sparse code for natural 

images. Nature, 381, 607-609. 

Olshausen, B.A. & Field, D.J. (2004) Sparse coding of sensory inputs. Curr. Opinion Neurobiol., 14, 481-487. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Action_potential


Three cone types code for an infinity of hues 

Normalized absorption of the four retinal “channels”/spectral 

filters (3 cone types & rods) 



“Natural images have a relatively regular statistical structure, which arises 

from the contiguous structure of objects and surfaces in the environment.”  

Olshausen & Field (1996), Emergence of simple-cell receptive field properties by learning a sparse code for 

natural images. Nature, 381, 607-609. 



Olshausen & Field (2004). Sparse 

coding of sensory inputs. Curr. 

Opinion Neurobiol., 14, 481-487, 

Two-dimensional amplitude spectra for two images 

above (A and D). The center of such a plot 

represents 0 spatial frequency. Frequency increases 

as a function of the distance from the center, and 

orientation is represented by the angle from the 

horizontal. 

Amplitude 

spectra for the 

six images A-F, 

averaged across 

all orientations. 

The spectra have 

been shifted up 

for clarity. On 

these log-log 

coordinates the 

spectra fall off by 

a factor of 

roughly 1/f (a 

slope of -1). 

Therefore the 

power spectra 

fall off as 1/f2. 
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It was shown that the receptive field properties of simple-cells in primary 

visual cortex (V1) are well suited to this structure, in that they produce 

sparse representations (inasmuch as they match structures that typically 

occur in natural scenes). 

Field (1987), J Opt Soc Am A, 4, 2379-2394. 



where coefficients ai are dynamic variables that change with the image. 

Natural images have a sparse structure, i.e. can be represented in terms of a 

small number of descriptors. 

Seek a specific form of low entropy (E) (high efficiency) code in which the 

probability distribution of each coefficient’s activity is unimodal and peaks 

around zero. 

The search for a sparse code can be formulated as an optimization problem 

with a cost function: 
 

E = –[preserve information] –l[sparseness of ai] 

 

with l a positive constant that weighs the importance of the 2nd term relative to the 1st. 

 

 next 

Basic assumption: an image I(x,y) can be represented as a linear superposition 

of basis functions F i(x,y): 

I(x,y) = aiF i(x,y) 

Olshausen & Field (1996), Emergence of simple-cell receptive field properties by learning a sparse code for natural 

images. Nature, 381, 607-609. 



E = –[preserve information] –l[sparseness of ai] 

[preserve information] = –[I(x,y) – aifi(x,y)]2 

[sparseness of ai] = –S(ai/s) 

with S(x) a non-linear function (like  −𝑒−𝑥
2
𝑜𝑟 log 1 + 𝑥2  𝑜𝑟 |𝑥|) and s a scale constant. 

 

The sparseness of the code (for a given image) is assessed by assigning a 

cost depending on how activity is distributed among the coefficients: 

representations with activity spread over many coefficients  high cost; only 

few coefficients carrying the load  low cost. 

Olshausen & Field (1996), Emergence of simple-cell receptive field properties by learning a sparse code for natural 

images. Nature, 381, 607-609. 

Learning is accomplished by minimizing Entropy: 

E = –[preserve information] –l[sparseness of ai] 

with respect to ai for each image. 

F i evolve by gradient descent on E averaged over many image presentations. 



Olshausen, B.A. & Field, D.J. (2004) Sparse coding of sensory inputs. Current Opinion in Neurobiology, 14, 481–487. 

Example image patch and its encoding by the sparse coding 

network. The bar chart directly above the image patch shows the 

144 pixel values contained in the patch. These input activities are 

transformed into a much sparser representation in the output of 

the network, shown in the bar chart at the top. 

 

As the receptive fields are matched to the structures that typically 

occur in natural scenes, an image can usually be fully represented 

using a small number of active units. 

Learned receptive fields 

Example image patch 

used in training. 

144 pixel values 

contained in the patch. 

Sparse representation 

in the output of the 

network. 

Set of receptive fields that are learnt by 

maximizing sparseness in the output of a 

neural network. The network was trained 

on approximately half a million image 

patches of natural scenes. The receptive 

fields that emerge from training are 

spatially localized, oriented, and 

bandpass, similar to cortical simple 

cells. 



Receptive Fields as a General Concept 



‘Second-order RFs (need of a nonlinearity) 

 

Convolution 



RF in Texture 

Double-opponency 

Figure 1. Generalized double opponency. (a) Classical, ON-center, OFF-surround receptive field (RF) that is both 

nonoriented and achromatic. If one assumes independent ON and OFF systems, such a unit can be looked on as double 

opponent in the polarity domain. This interpretation is made explicit on the left-hand side, where the response profile of this 

RF is shown. (b) Typical chromatic, double-opponent RF. A unit of this type responds positively to a red (R) light in its center 

and to a green (G) light in its surround and reverses polarity when the positions of the two lights are reversed. (c) 

Hypothetical double-opponent RF in the orientation domain that responds to either luminance or chromatic contrasts. In its 

center such a unit will respond positively to a vertical bar of a given polarity (eg., bright or R) and negatively to a 245° bar of 

the same polarity. Responses are reversed in its surround. Note that the linear superposition of the two groups of three RF's 

(in the center and the surround) results in many ON and OFF lobes of different strengths that are reminiscent of the RF of a 

complex cell. 

Gorea A. & Papathomas, T.V. (1993). Double opponency as a generalized concept in texture segregation illustrated with stimuli defined by color, 

luminance, and orientation. J. Opt. Soc. Am. A, 10, 1450-1462. 



•  Proposition 1. The primary task of early vision is to deliver a small set of 

useful measurements about each observable location in the plenoptic 

function. 

 

• Proposition 2. The elemental operations of early vision involve the 

measurement of local change* along various directions within the 

plenoptic function. 

*Equivalent to a derivative (or “contrast”)  a reasonable choice for an 

elementary (or feature extracting) process (at each sampled point)  

oriented linear filters in the plenoptic hyperplane. 

THE PLENOPTIC FUNCTION 
Adelson & Bergen (1991). The Plenoptic Function and the Elements of Early Vision, In M. Landy and J. A. Movshon 

(eds), Computational Models of Visual Processing (pp. 3-20). Cambridge, MA: MIT Press. 



THE PLENOPTIC FUNCTION 
Adelson & Bergen (1991). The Plenoptic Function and the Elements of Early Vision, In M. Landy and J. A. Movshon 

(eds), Computational Models of Visual Processing (pp. 3-20). Cambridge, MA: MIT Press. 

A hypothetical scene that produces a variety of simple plenoptic structures. 



The plenoptic structures found 

along various planes for the scene 

illustrated in the previous figure. 

Each picture represents a slice 

through the plenoptic function, 

where all the unspecified 

parameters take on their default 

values. 

 

P = P(q, f, l, t, Vx, Vy, Vz) 

THE PLENOPTIC 

FUNCTION 

Adelson & Bergen (1991). The 

Plenoptic Function and the 

Elements of Early Vision, In M. 

Landy and J. A. Movshon (eds), 

Computational Models of Visual 

Processing (pp. 3-20). 

Cambridge, MA: MIT Press. 

Angular 

coordinates 
Cartesian 

coordinates 



THE PLENOPTIC 

FUNCTION 

Adelson & Bergen (1991). The 

Plenoptic Function and the 

Elements of Early Vision, In M. 

Landy and J. A. Movshon (eds), 

Computational Models of Visual 

Processing (pp. 3-20). 

Cambridge, MA: MIT Press. 

B: an (x,y) slice, which is simply the view at 550 nm, at 

the moment t = 0, given the eye is in position (0, 0, 0). It 

consists of a darker bar against a lighter background. 

 

C: an (x,t) slice, which can be thought of as the temporal 

record of horizontal raster lines appearing at height y = 0; 

wavelength is 550 nm, and the eye is at (0, 0, 0). This 

image consists of a spatiotemporally "tilted" bar, the tilt 

corresponding to the changing position over time. 

 

D: an (x,l) slice, which one might call a "spatiospectral" 

or "spatiochromatic“ slice, taken at height y = 0, time t = 

0, and viewing position (0, 0, 0). The fact that the bar is 

red leads to the variation in intensity along the 

wavelength dimension in the middle region of the slice: 

Long wavelengths have high intensities while short 

wavelengths have low intensities. 

 

E: an (x, Vx) slice, representing the series of views 

obtained as the eye position shifts from left to right. 

 

F: shows a similar slice for (x, Vy), as the eye position 

shifts up and down. 

 

G: shows an (x, Vz) slice, representing the changing 

image as the eye moves backward or forward. 



THE PLENOPTIC 

FUNCTION 

Adelson & Bergen (1991). The 

Plenoptic Function and the 

Elements of Early Vision, In M. 

Landy and J. A. Movshon (eds), 

Computational Models of Visual 

Processing (pp. 3-20). 

Cambridge, MA: MIT Press. 

The low order derivative operators lead 

to a small number to two-dimensional 

receptive field types. 

The same receptive field structures 

produce different visual 

measurements when placed along 

different planes in plenoptic space. 

Edge 

“detectors” 

Bar 

“detectors” 

1st deriv. 2nd deriv. 



THE PLENOPTIC FUNCTION 

The ten entries in the section of the periodic table 

corresponding to a tilted second derivative. (The 

entries on the diagonal are meaningless, and the entries in the 

upper triangle are the same as those in the lower triangle by 

symmetry.) 

The entries in the periodic table corresponding to 

separable first derivatives along both axes. There 

are ten elementary measurements of this type. 

Adelson & Bergen (1991). The Plenoptic Function and the Elements of Early Vision, In M. Landy and J. A. Movshon 

(eds), Computational Models of Visual Processing (pp. 3-20). Cambridge, MA: MIT Press. 



Adelson, E. H. & Bergen, J. R. (1985). Spatiotemporal energy models for the perception of motion. J. Opt. Soc. Am. A 2, 284-299. 

RF in Motion 



Motion as spatio-temporal orientation:  

The Energy model 

 

(Motion 2) 

Motion perception_SHORT - Raccourci.lnk
Motion perception_SHORT - Raccourci.lnk
Motion perception_SHORT - Raccourci.lnk
Motion perception_SHORT - Raccourci.lnk
Motion perception_SHORT - Raccourci.lnk
Motion perception_SHORT - Raccourci.lnk
Motion perception_SHORT - Raccourci.lnk
Motion perception_SHORT - Raccourci.lnk
Motion perception_SHORT - Raccourci.lnk
Motion perception_SHORT - Raccourci.lnk


Model Metamers 1 



Adelson, E. H. & Bergen, J. R. (1985). Spatiotemporal energy models for the perception of motion. J. Opt. Soc. Am. A 2, 284-299. 

Correlator  Motion “Energy” 

(AB’-BA’) 4(AB’-BA’) 



f1(x) 

h1(t) h2(t) 

× × 
+ 

h2(t) h1(t) 

f2(x) 

REICHARDT MODEL 

IMAGE 

INPUT 

SPATIAL 

FILTERS 

TEMPORAL 

FILTERS 

SEPARABLE 

RESPONSES 

HALF-PHASE 

OPPONENT 

ENERGY 

FULL 

OPPONENT 

ENERGY 

I(x,t) 

A A’ B’ B 

AB’ BA’ 

(AB’-BA’) 

+  

NEED OF A NONLINEARITY: CORRELATION & Motion Perception 

*If it were linear summation then the 

output unit will be active whatever the 

direction of motion. 

van Santen J. and Sperling G. (1985). J. Opt. Soc. Am. 2:554-, 1985 

t 

x+x 

t+t 

x 

CORRELATION* × 



Binding 



…& Correlation 



N = 43 

MOTION as Spatio-Temporal correlation 



N = 51 p = 5/40 

 = .125 

p = 6/35 

 = .17 

p = 6/32 

 = .19 
p = 37/37 

 = 1.00 

MOTION as Spatio-Temporal correlation 



I. Create a random dot image.  

II. Copy image side by side.  

III. Select a region of one image.  

IV. Shift (horizontally) this region 

and fill in the blank space left 

behind with the random dots 

to be replaced ahead. 

The Random Dot Stereogram is ready.  

To “reveal” the “hidden” square 

the brain presumably computes 

the cross-correlation between 

the 2 images. 

STEREO as correlation over Space 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Random_Dot_Stereogram_Image.gif
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Random_Dot_Stereogram_Image.gif
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Random_Dot_Stereogram_Image.gif
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Random_Dot_Stereogram_Image.gif
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Random_Dot_Stereogram_Image_Selection.gif
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Random_Dot_Stereogram_Image.gif
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Random_Dot_Stereogram_Image_Shift.gif
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Random_Dot_Stereogram_Image.gif
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Random_Dot_Stereogram_Pair.gif


…& other indices 

(The Aperture problem &Terminators) 



http://www.michaelbach.de/ot/mot_motionBinding/index.html 

MOTION as Spatio-Temporal correlation 

and as a 

Combination of Spatio-Temporal cues 

http://www.michaelbach.de/ot/mot_motionBinding/index.html


The aperture problem (Wallach, 1935) 

Barber’s Pole 



The aperture problem  

Intersection of constraints (Adelson & Movshon, 1982) 

Intersection of constraints 



…& Synchronization 



Transition from voltage signal recordings to 

measures of association for three neural 

spike trains. (a) Voltage trace containing 

the spike events of three different neurons 

recorded on the same electrode. Each 

colored star indicates a different neuron. 

(b) Application of a spike-sorting algorithm 

that identifies the spike events, determines 

the number of neurons and assigns each 

spike event to a particular neuron. The 

dotted vertical lines show a spike triplet 

identified by a spike pattern classification 

method. (c–f) Measures of association 

between the spike trains from Cell 1 

and Cell 2 computed using an 

unnormalized cross-correlogram (c), a 

JPSTH* (d), a parametric model fit by 

maximum likelihood (e) and a cross-

coherence function** (f, solid black line) 

and confidence bounds (f, thin black line). 

The horizontal line in c is the upper 95% 

confidence bound. Correlations above this 

line are significantly different from zero. 

* Joint Peristimulus Time Histogram 

** Cross-correlation between the Fourier spectra of 2 

trains of spikes. 

Brown, Kass & Mitra (2004). Multiple neural spike 

train data analysis: state-of-the-art and future 

challenges. Nat. Neurosci, 7, 456-461. 

Neural cross-correlation 



Emerging due to 

• Network properties 

• Feedback loops 

• Neurotransmitters 

 

Involved in 

• Attention 

• Internal clock mechanisms 

• Information transfer 

• Motor coordination 

Gray CM, König P, Engel AK, Singer W (1989). Oscillatory responses in cat visual cortex exhibit inter-columnar 

synchronization which reflects global stimulus properties.  Nature 338: 334–337. 

 

Singer W (1993). Synchronization of cortical activity and its putative role in information processing and learning. Annu Rev 

Physiol 55: 349–374. 

Neural oscillations 



Each neuron is depicted as a circle (the cell body), with a dendrite protruding to the left, and a 

branching axon to the right. Synapses are symbolized by small triangles. The bold-faced drawing at the 

top left depicts one neuron. The neurons of each pool are drawn one under the other. The layout of the 

chain does not represent the anatomy, but rather the order of activation in time. The same neuron can 

be part of more than one pool. For example the two red neurons shown in the figure may be physically 

the same neuron. Repeated participation of the same neurons can occur up to the limit of the synfire 

chain’s memory capacity. 
 

Abeles M. (1982). Local Cortical Circuits: An Electrophysiological study. Springer, Berlin. 

Synfire chains 
http://www.scholarpedia.org/article/Synfire_chains 

A synfire chain is essentially a feed-forward network of neurons with many layers (or pools). Each 

neuron in one pool feeds many excitatory connections to neurons in the next pool, and each neuron in 

the receiving pool is excited by many neurons in the previous pool. When activity in such a cascade of 

pools is arranged like a volley of spikes propagating synchronously from pool to pool it is called a 

synfire chain. 

http://www.scholarpedia.org/article/Neuron
http://www.scholarpedia.org/article/Dendrite
http://www.scholarpedia.org/article/Synapse
http://www.scholarpedia.org/article/Memory
http://www.scholarpedia.org/article/Synfire_chains
http://www.scholarpedia.org/article/Synfire_chains
http://www.scholarpedia.org/article/Network_science
http://www.scholarpedia.org/article/Neuronal_Excitability


…& Attention 



Feature Integration Theory (Treisman & Gelade, 1980) 

Les coordonnées 

x-y sont perdues 

Tresiman, A.M., & Gelade, G. (1980). A feature-integration theory of attention. Cognitive Psychology, 12, 97-136 

From P. Cavanagh; http://www.courses.fas.harvard.edu/~scib44/ 



Recovery of x-y  

coordinates 

Feature Integration Theory revisited (Treisman, 1988) 



General Neural Architecture, 

Neural Interactions 



Smoothness 
Gestalt: The “good continuation rule” 





Polat, U. & Sagi, D. (1993) Lateral interactions between spatial channels: suppression and facilitation revealed by 

lateral masking experiments. Vision Research, 33, 993-997. 



Lateral interactions between targets 

and flankers in low-level vision 

depend on attention to the flankers 

 
Freeman, Sagi, Driver (2001), Nat. Neurosci., 4(10), 

1032-1036. 

Dual task: 
1. Report direction of Vernier offset; 

2. Report interval with central Target 

Cues to the Vernier pair 

1st interval: no Target 

2nd interval: Target 

Lower detection threshold 

(colinearity effect) 

 

d 



Figure 2. Eliminating 'false matches' in the stereo correspondence problem. 

A random dot stereogram at the top shows left and right eyes' images for crossed 

or uncrossed fusion (pair on the left or right respectively). Marr and Poggio's [10] 

proposal for establishing correct correspondences between dots in the two eyes' 

images is illustrated below, using only the dots highlighted in red (and dots from 

the same region of the left eye's image). The algorithm requires matches to be 

made between dots of the same colour, which gives rise to possible 

correspondences at all the nodes in the network marked by an open circle. 

Neighbouring matches with the same disparity support one another in the network, 

illustrated schematically by the green arrows (in their paper, the support extended 

farther). At the same time, matches along any line of sight (dotted lines) inhibit 

each other (since a ray reaching the eye must have come from only one surface). 

These constraints are sufficient to eliminate all but the correct matches, shown 

here along the main diagonal. 

Figure 1. The binocular fusion problem: in the simple case of the diagram 

shown on the left, there is no ambiguity and stereo reconstruction is a simple 

matter. In the more usual case shown on the right, any of the four points in the left 

picture may, a priori, match any of the four points in the right one. Only four of 

these correspondences are correct, the other ones yielding the incorrect 

reconstructions shown as small grey discs 

Real points 

Pupils 

Retinas 



Figure 3. Horizontal cross-section of a disparity 

space. The constraint of uniqueness is 

implemented by letting all cells, along the two 

lines of sight, inhibit each other. 

Figure 4. Vertical cross-section of a disparity-

space. The constraint of continuity is 

implemented by letting all active cells excite the 

cells, in neighboring columns, that represent 

similar binocular disparity. 



Binding (Liage) & 

Contexte 

Field, Hayes & Hess (1993). Vision Res. 33(2), 173-193. 



Field, Hayes & Hess (1993). Vision Res. 33(2), 173-193. 



Field, Hayes & Hess (1993). Vision Res. 33(2), 173-193. 



Field, Hayes & Hess (1993). Vision Res. 33(2), 173-193. 



Field, Hayes & Hess (1993). Vision Res. 33(2), 173-193. 



Field, Hayes & Hess 

(1993). Vision Res. 33(2), 

173-193. 



Kovacs & Julesz, PNAS, 1993 





Real-time optical imaging 
The line-motion illusion 

Jancke, D, Chavane, F, Naaman, S, Grinvald, A (2004), Imaging cortical correlates of illusion in early visual cortex. Nature, 428: 423-426. 

Square ('cue') presented 

before a bar stimulus 

Subjects report illusory line-drawing 

flashed small 

square 

Flashed bar 

Moving small 

square (32°/s)  

Line-motion 

paradigm 

The line-motion illusion. Yellow dotted 

contours approximate retinotopic representation 

of the stimuli; colored circles indicate 

extracellular recording sites. White contours 

delimit low-amplitude activity. The cortical area 

imaged is shown at upper right. Scale bar, 1 mm; 

P, posterior; M, medial. Green vertical lines in e 

indicate estimated position of the stimuli along 

posterior–anterior axis. Time in milliseconds after 

stimulus onset is shown at the top. Stimulation 

time is shown at the bottom of each row. Color 

scale indicates averaged fractional changes in 

fluorescence intensity (F/F). 



a, From top to bottom: VSD images 

patterns of activity evoked by flashed 

square, line-motion, and drawn-out bar 

at 32° s-1 and 16° s-1. Multi-unit spiking 

activity was recorded simultaneously 

at the location marked by the white 

circle at frame 0; yellow dotted 

contours at frame 0 approximate sizes 

of the SD zone representing square 

and bar (left). b, The neurons' 

receptive field at the bottom left (RF, 

black), stimulus position and size 

(red); VM, HM, vertical, horizontal 

meridian; AC, area centralis; PSTHs of 

spiking responses to the respective 

conditions are on the right. Dashed 

line depicts significance (z-score = 2; 

32 repetitions). Spikes are detected as 

soon as activity reaches the SD 

threshold at the position of the 

electrode (red arrows). Bottom shows 

z-scores of the VSD signal at electrode 

position. Area in yellow depicts the 

period in which the optical signal at the 

extracellular recording site is above 

SD level as shown by the three red 

triangles in the VSD patterns (a). 

Jancke, D, Chavane, F, Naaman, S, Grinvald, A (2004), Imaging cortical correlates of illusion in early visual cortex. Nature, 428: 423-426. 

Multi-unit spiking activity 
The line-motion illusion 



A depiction of the theoretical association field (AF), showing the optimal contextual interactions for the white line at the center of the 

figure. In the AF theory, the saliency of smooth contours derives from a broad set of local interactions between line segments; any line 

segment can be perceptually linked with a range of other segments, and salient contours are characterized by local segments whose 

interactions sum up over the length of the contour. Given the relative positions of any two line segments, the strength of the interaction, or 

linkage, between them is a function of their relative orientations. Here, given the position and orientation of the white bar, we show the 

orientation of the line segment at each spatial position that elicits the strongest interaction with the white bar; the color of each 

segment specifies the strength of that linkage (warm colors, strong connection; cold colors, weak connection). In the standard AF 

model, the optimal interactions are between “cocircular” segments, which lie tangentially along the same circular arc. The strongest of 

these effects are between nearby segments that lie along a circle with an infinite radius (i.e., a straight line); as the radius of the circular arc 

connecting the two segments decreases, the linkage becomes weaker. Psychophysically, the strength of the interaction between line 

segments refers to the tendency of the visual system to bind them together into a perceptual whole. Physiologically, it refers to the 

connection strength between the neurons that are activated by the line segments. (Gray scale bar: 0.5°.) 

McManusa, Li & Gilberta, Adaptive shape processing in primary visual cortex. PNAS 2011 

Theoretical Association Field 



A GENERAL PRINCIPLE 

 

 

 

 

Two competing factors determining connectivity: 

 

1. A distance penalty based on the cost of maintaining long-range 

connections; 

2. A topological term that favors links between regions sharing similar input. 

 

These two biologically plausible factors are sufficient to capture an impressive 

range of topological properties of functional brain networks. 

Vértes, PE, Alexader-Bloch, AF, Gogtay, N, Giedd, JN, Rapoport, JL & Bullmore, ET (2012). 

Simple models of human brain functional networks. PNAS, doi: 10.1073/pnas.111173810 



Comparison of networks simulated by three generative models vs. brain functional networks derived from 

experimental fMRI data on a group of 20 healthy volunteers (blue). Both the simple one-parameter model based on an 

exponential distance penalty (green) and the two-parameter economical preferential attachment model (orange) fail to 

simultaneously capture several topological characteristics of functional brain networks. In contrast, the economical clustering 

model (red) yields significantly more realistic networks by all of the following measures. (A) Normalized clustering coefficient, 

global efficiency, and modularity of brain functional networks are all well matched by the economical clustering model. All 

values are averaged over 20 instantiations of each network, and error bars represent the 95% confidence interval for the 

mean. Degree (B) and distance (C) distributions are shown in solid colored and dashed black lines for the models and data, 

respectively. Both distributions are better captured by the economical clustering model (red) than by the exponential decay 

(green) or economical preferential attachment (orange) models. (D–G) Schematic representation of the right hemisphere of the 

fMRI brain network for one participant (blue) and of a representative network generated by a single instantiation of each model. 

To ensure that these networks are representative, the single participant and the specific model instantiations displayed were 

each chosen to have the median value of skew in their degree distributions. The size of each node represents the degree of 

the corresponding brain region within the network. All networks have an overall connection density of 4% and comprise 140 

nodes. 
Vértes, PE, et al. (2012). PNAS, doi: 10.1073/pnas.111173810 



Cores / Skeletons 



Burbeck, C.A., & Pizer, S.M. (1995). Object representation by cores: identifying and representing 

primitive spatial regions. Vision Research, 35, 1917–1930. 



Burbeck, C.A., & Pizer, S.M. (1995). Vision Research, 35, 1917–1930. 



Burbeck, C.A., & Pizer, S.M. (1995). Vision Research, 35, 1917–1930. 



Burbeck, C.A., & Pizer, S.M. 

(1995). Vision Research, 35, 1917-

1930. 



Kovacs, I. (1996). Gestalten of 

today: early processing of visual 

contours and surfaces. Behavioural 

Brain Research 82 ,1-11. 



Pathways & Functions 



Retinal and Thalamic Precursors of the Dorsal and Ventral Visual 

Pathways 

Magnocellular (dorsal) and 

parvocellular (ventral) 

pathways from the retina to 

the higher levels of the 

visual cortex are separate at 

the lower levels of the visual 

system. At higher levels 

they show increasing 

overlap. 



The Macaque “Vision Pipeline” (as of December 1990) 

DJ Felleman and DC Van Essen (1991),  

 Cerebral Cortex 1:1-47. 

RGC = retinal ganglion cells 

HC = hippocampus; 
ER = entorhinal cortex: 
high level brain areas 



The size of each area is proportional to its cortical surface area. The thickness of the connection lines represents feedforward connections only, 

based on the rule that an area has a number of output connections proportional to its area, and that these are divided among its target areas in 

proportion to their relative areas. In other words, all connections are presumed equal in strength. Some of the weaker connections have been 

thickened a little to make them more visible. Areas are arranged left to right according to the hierarchical rules of Felleman and Van Essen (1991, 

Cerebral Cortex). By Tony Movshon based on a suggestion of Peter Lennie (Perception Lecture, ECVP 1998; see Wallisch & Movshon, Neuron 

2008).  
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Modeling & Metamers 



V4 
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V2 

V1 

Larger RF allow more elaborated excitation-inhibition profiles that 

sustain higher-order perceptual constancies (from translation to size, 

rotation, expansion, stretching, illumination, etc.; Poggio, 2011) 

Larger RF translate into lesser spatial information sampling (more 

low-pass filtering, less details) hence more economical coding. 

From Freeman & Simoncelli, 2011. 



System diagram for the first level of the steerable pyramid 
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 Recursive operations 

Input image 

Low-pass filters low-pass filters 

high-pass filter High-pass filter 
Decomposed sub-bands 

(convolution + subsampling) 

Heeger, D.J. & Bergen, J.R. (1995). 

Pyramid-Based Texture 

Analysis/Synthesis. SigGraph, 

http://www.cns.nyu.edu/heegerlab/cont

ent/publications/Heeger-siggraph95.pdf 

http://www.cns.nyu.edu/heegerlab/content/publications/Heeger-siggraph95.pdf
http://www.cns.nyu.edu/heegerlab/content/publications/Heeger-siggraph95.pdf
http://www.cns.nyu.edu/heegerlab/content/publications/Heeger-siggraph95.pdf
http://www.cns.nyu.edu/heegerlab/content/publications/Heeger-siggraph95.pdf
http://www.cns.nyu.edu/heegerlab/content/publications/Heeger-siggraph95.pdf


 

First stage: decompose an image with a population of oriented V1-like 

receptive fields. 

Second stage: compute local averages of nonlinear combinations of these 

responses over regions that scale in size linearly with eccentricity, according 

to a scaling constant that we can vary parametrically. 

 

Given a photographic image, we synthesized distinct images with identical 

model responses and asked whether human observers could discriminate 

them. From these data, we estimated the scaling constant that yields 

metameric images and found that it was consistent with receptive field 

sizes in area V2, suggesting a functional account of representation in that 

area. 

 

We examined perceptual discriminability of synthetic images that were as 

random as possible while producing identical model responses. Model 

responses were computed for a full-field photograph. Synthetic images were 

then generated by initializing them with samples of Gaussian white noise 

and iteratively adjusting them (using a variant of gradient descent) until they 

matched the model responses of the original image  



Freeman & Simoncelli (2011). Metamers of the 

ventral stream. Nature Neurosci, 14(9), 1195-1201. 

VISION 
 

First stage: decompose an 

image with a population of 

oriented V1-like receptive fields. 

Second stage: compute local 

averages of nonlinear 

combinations of these responses 

over regions that scale in size 

linearly with eccentricity, 

according to a scaling constant 

that we can vary parametrically. 

M: marginal moments (mean, 

variance, skew, kurtosis) 

AC: autocorrelation 

C1,2: crosscorrelation 



Model Metamers 2 



M: marginal moments (mean, variance, skew, kurtosis) 

AC: autocorrelation 

C1,2: crosscorrelation 

Freeman & Simoncelli (2011). Metamers of the 

ventral stream. Nature Neurosci, 14(9), 1195-1201. 

VISION AUDITION 

McDermott & Simoncelli (2011). Sound Texture Perception 

via Statistics of the Auditory Periphery: Evidence from 

Sound Synthesis. Neuron, 14(9), 926-940. 



Pattern Recognition 

Tolerance (“invariance”) to identity-preserving image variation (e.g. 

variation in position, scale, pose, illumination) is a fundamental 

problem that any visual object recognition system, biological or 

engineered, must solve. 
 
Pinto, N., Barhomi, Y., Cox, D.D., & DiCarlo, J.J. (2011). Comparing State-of-the-Art Visual 

Features on Invariant Object Recognition Tasks. 

(http://pinto.scripts.mit.edu/uploads/Research/soainv.pdf) 

 



Attneave, F. (1954). Psych Rev, 61, 183-193. 

• Perceptrons (McCulloch-Pitts, 1943; Rosenblatt, 1957; Minsky & Papert, 

1969) 

• Maximum information = max curvature (Atteneave, 1954) 

• Marr’s 3D cylinders (1982) 

• Biederman’s Geons (1987) 

• Extraction of invariants (to translation, rotation, expansion/contraction, 

shearing, illumination, etc.); Face recognition 

• Smoothness (Field et al., 1993: Extraction of continuities (shape contours 

are smoothly changing) 

• Scale-specific transformation invariant “signatures” = template-books 

(Tony Poggio, 2011) 

• Different scales support different invariance transformations as a 

consequence of their… scale/RF size (small RFs can only code translation 

and are translation invariant – the apperture problem) 

SHAPE RECOGNITION: 6 CHRONOLOGICAL VIEWS  

http://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/rbf/CVonline/ 

http://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/rbf/CVonline/


Cannot detect connectedness 

PERCEPTRON 

(McCulloch-Pitts, 1943; Rosenblatt, 1957) 

• Linear binary classifier 

• Feed-forward neural network 

• Rules: 

• post-synaptic potential Z = wiXi-q 

 0 if Z < 0 

• activation : Y = H(Z) =  

 1 if Z ≥ 0 

• learning: Hebbian (n simultaneously activated 

neurons enhance their synaptic weights: w’i = wi 

+a(Y.Xi); 

• correction given error: w’i = wi +a(Yt-Y).Xi 

[where Yt is the expected output]. 



MAXIMUM CURVATURE 

(Atteneave, 1954) 

Attneave, F. (1954). Psych Rev, 61, 183-193. 



GENERALIZED CONE PARTS 

(Marr, 1982) 



Recognition-by-components (Biederman, 1987) 

 
“Objects are represented as an arrangement of simple, convex, viewpoint-invariant 3D 

shape primitives, termed geons, such as bricks, cylinders, wedges, and cones and 

their 2D projections, that serve to distinguish visual entities at a basic (or entry) level, 

so that a given image can be determined to be that of a chair, fork, or penguin.” 

(Biederman, 1987).  

GEONS 

(Biederman, 1987) 



Viewpoint Emotion 

FACE PERCEPTION 



PIXELS 

SIFT: Scale-invariant feature transform 

SLF: Sparse Localized Features 

PHOG: Pyramid Histogram Of Gradients 

PHOW: Pyramid Histogram Of visual Words 

Geometric Blur: The Geometric Blur 

V1-like 

 

Classifier: SVM, Support Vector Machine 

Pinto, N., Youssef Barhomi, Y., Cox, D.D., & DiCarlo, J.J. (2011). Comparing State-of-the-Art Visual Features on 

Invariant Object Recognition Tasks. (http://pinto.scripts.mit.edu/uploads/Research/soainv.pdf). 

Reproducing the state-of-the-art on Caltech-101. a) Average accuracy with 15 training 

and 15 testing examples for five state-of-the-art algorithms and two baselines. b) 

Reported vs. reproduced performance showing the successful re-implementation of 

published methods. 

http://pinto.scripts.mit.edu/uploads/Research/soainv.pdf
http://pinto.scripts.mit.edu/uploads/Research/soainv.pdf


A full course on Computer Vision by Jitendra Malik can be found at: 

 

https://www.coursera.org/course/vision 

https://www.coursera.org/course/vision


SMOOTHNESS 

(Field et al, 1993) 

Field, Hayes & Hess (1993). Vision Res. 33(2), 173-193. 



SIGNATURE TEMPLATE-BOOK 

(Poggio, 2011) 

Can recognize/discriminate but not reconstruct. 

Johnson-Lindenstrauss theorem: a small set of points in a high-dimensional space can 

be embedded into a space of much lower dimension in such a way that distances 

between the points are nearly preserved. 

 

The lemma has uses in compressed sensing, manifold learning, dimensionality 

reduction, and graph embedding. 

 
Johnson & Lindenstrauss. Extensions of Lipschitz mappings into a Hilbert space. Contemporary 

Mathematics, 26:189–206, 1984 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Compressed_sensing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Compressed_sensing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Compressed_sensing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manifold_learning
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manifold_learning
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manifold_learning
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dimensionality_reduction
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dimensionality_reduction
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dimensionality_reduction
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Graph_embedding
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Graph_embedding
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Graph_embedding

